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Hálo, a premium womenswear label from Finnish
Lapland, opened its Concept store at
Erottajankatu, Helsinki, where the hálo universe
and products have now been made tangible.

”We wanted a space where we can offer the
scenery of Lapland, a place that is easily
accessible to stylists and collaborators. A modern,
very minimalistic retail concept, that emphasizes
the patterns and clothes in display. A space that
one can enter to have a coffee, to hang out, enjoy
the mood. The store is a place for heartfelt
encounters where the hálo community comes to
share their stories about Lapland and artist
Reidar Särestöniemi”, explain hálo founders
Marta Valtovirta and Jukka Puljujärvi.

Laura Seppänen, founder of L/S design agency
was chosen as designer of the space. Her style is
very minimalistic, values high quality and
attention to detail.

Starting point to the planning of the space came
from the soul and values of hálo.

”I always begin the design process with a
thorough interview and workshop, so that I can
get to know the client and create a mindmap.”
states desiger Laura Seppänen.

The designer felt drawn to the project as she
could relate to the founders’ story as
entrepreneurs. “I have so much respect for small
business owners, and I love Jukka and Marta’s
quirky and fun personalities."



"Most of all businesses are representations of the people behind them. I started my research by going through the collections, materials, prints and their story from an
architect’s point of view.”

The space is inspired by downy birch, different types of rock, grain of wood and the quietness of arctic scenery. Ice was implemented in the various glass and mirror
surfaces and travertine stone plaster for walls was made to order to mimic snow. “The walls are not pure- white, like snow is not.” designer explains. The specific plaster
shade is now named hálo.

All fixtures (display furniture, racks, mirrors etc.) in store are drawn by Laura Seppänen and hand made by small companies and artesans in Finland. This is the most
ecological and ethical way to produce, and above all, in line with hálo’s values. Bespoke fixtures and furnishing mimic the rough, nature molded shapes and textures of
Lapland’s stark surroundings. Small details such as live lichen, moss, and tussock cotton grass remind the visitor of Lappish nature. These calming elements emphasize
the pieces with Reidar Särestöniemi exquisite prints as well as main collection premium materials, textures, and shapes.

“My personal favorite element of the space is the ‘Narnia’ -doors...”, the designer laughs “I think that is such a spot on portray of Marta and Jukka and hálo as a brand.
Something unexpected, something fun and cool.” The doors are made of light birch wood and they look like closet doors but hide staff facilities and a basement level
with storage space behind them.
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For the founders a brick-and-mortar location that would combine
the hálo concept store, showroom and office in central Helsinki
was one of the criteria’s that was not negotiable. Now all these
elements are seamlessly connected. The new concept store will
further enhance the feel of premium quality and uniqueness of
being a fashion brand from arctic Lapland.

Hálo opened their flagship store to Levi, Lapland in 2020. The
architecture and mood differ from Helsinki store and the eight
seasons of Lapland are present in every day life.

At Levi flagship, the visitor can observe the surrounding nature
from inside the glass cube and from each compass direction.
Helsinki store offers an experience of Lapland in an urban
landscape. It is not enough for brands to build ‘worlds’ these days,
but instead foster a community. Both locations are more than a
retail space.

Available at Helsinki concept store is the entire selection of hálo;
clothing, accessories and home collection.

MORE INFORMATION:

Marta Valtovirta, CEO, hálo: marta@halofromnorth.com , +358 50 517 7172
Laura Seppänen, L/S design agency: info@lauraseppanen.com , +358 41 5495549

Instagram: @halofromnorth
More images: Dropbox
www.halofromnorth.com

DESIGN LIKE NOTHING ELSE
FROM THE COOL SIDE OF THE WORLD
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